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2014-10-12/13
09:00  TCP DITL Analysis: Wessels
09:30  Name Collision Risk Mitigation: Arias
10:00  Country Level DITL Analysis: Huffaker
10:20  2014 Root DITL Analysis: Fujiwara
10:40  Coffee Break
11:00  Measuring DNSSEC Cost: Huston
11:30  OARC Technical Report: Sotomayor
12:00  Improved NSEC3 Performance: Tuliani
12:30  Lunch Break
13:30 Reputation Metrics Design: Korczynski
14:00 NSEC5: Goldberg
14:30 DANE/TLS Deployment Survey: Zhu
14:50 Case Sensitivity in Zone Names: Hunt
15:10 Coffee Break
15:30 Open DNS Proxies: Weber
16:00 DNS, Glue in the IoT: Balakrichenan
16:30 Vertical Data Orientation: Beaudin
17:00 Domain Check Test Cases: Dufberg
Monday (TechDay)
Morning Session

10:30 Opening Remarks: Lisse
10:40 IDNA2008 & Unicode: Fältström
11:00 Keynote Address: Mockapetris
11:30 DNSViz: Deccio
11:50 DNSSEC Threshold Backend: Cifuentes
12:10 .ONION Leakage: Mohaisen
12:30 Host Presentation: Marx
12:50 Disturbance in the DNS: Balakrichenan
13:10 Lunch
Monday (TechDay)
Afternoon Session

14:00  MS DNS Server Data Mine: Ashutosh
14:20  Facebook CSIO Update: Sullivan
14:40  Yahoo CSIO Update: Stamos
15:00  DNS Rex: Rousskov
15:20  DNS Bake-Off: Latour
17:00  PKI News: Rowley
17:20  Closing Remarks: Filip